"About Tesla’ Scalar waves, Torsion fields and measurements in AP BPS"
My perennial research of Tesla's technology has shown that the principles that Nikola Tesla used AFTER
HIS discovery of STATIONARY WAVES during his investigations in Colorado Springs, are significantly different
from everything that he has done previously.
Unfortunately, everything we know about Tesla, what is written, and about what we speak all these years
– emerges from the period of his life and work up to Colorado Springs (1900.g) and even some years after – but
about what he did next 40 years (Tesla died in 1943) we do not know NOTHING. What is available to us,
however, is often just a bunch of unconfirmed data from untrusted sources ... often subjectively colored by
imagination of article’s author.
However, the synthesis of Tesla's being and existence shows us that his insights were absolutely
consistent with Nature and its extremely effective methods that were known to the ancient civilizations also – that
can be seen in sameness of used technology and the absolute equality of applied principles.
Therefore, I am absolutely sure that the knowledge of ancient civilizations exceeded our present
knowledge several times, and that Nikola Tesla was one of the first people of this civilization who seriously
approached to this knowledge - and so his technology certainly will be the basis of future, more advanced,
technologies.
In the measurements report from June 2016 [1], I showed that REALISTIC ARRANGEMENT of objects in
AP BPS STRONGLY AGREE WITH PRINCIPLES of affirmative interference that is applied in the
CONSTRUCTION of the so-called “YAGI” ANTENNA, which is used today for passive amplification EM radio and
television SIGNALS. Considering that AP BPS is an "assembly" of 7 elements (see pic. below or [1]), EXACTLY
ARRANGED IN SUCH A WAY THAT ALL THEIR MUTUAL DISTANCES ARE HARMONIZED ACCORDING TO
THE PRINCIPLES FOR PASSIVE RESONATORS – i.e. amplifiers – CONSTRUCTION, and what's more - exactly
for the frequency of 28 kHz that is the frequency of energetic beam that central object, Bosnian Pyramid of the
Sun, "broadcast” - it is hard to believe that such objects configuration is accidental.

In the measurements report from September 2016 [2] IT IS showed that the spatial structure of the electric
field in the AP BPS is absolutely "non-standard" - but is regularly structured (!) - and is in full accordance with the
wave mechanics rules that would be applied by some contemporary broadcasting equipment expert, designer of
the broadcasting system that would generate a same signal as it is detected at the top of the Bosnian Pyramid of
the Sun, and that would constitute a same complex structure of energy fields that is detected in measurements
performed.
Variable energy density expressed in the form of a variable electric field strength, of noticeable regularity,
which grows with a height and then decline, in both - in the vertical and in the horizontal plane – by values
synthesis gives the spatial energy distribution which has the shape of elongated ball, or "energetic ellipsoid" in the
certain space area above the top of appropriate facilities. EXACTLY SUCH "SPHERICAL" STRUCTURE OF
ENERGY FIELDS with adequate regularity THAT IS DETECTED by measuring performed, INDICATES A
SPATIAL STANDING WAVES EXISTENCE IN THE AP BPS. In the Nikola Tesla’ Non-Hertzian terminology the
term of “Spatial (volumetric or cubical) Standing Wave” corresponds to the “Scalar Wave” term.

What is more than interesting is the fact that this, complex energy structure, founded by the measurements
performed - can be achieved only via very specific arrangement of ALL relevant facilities, including their individual
structural and geometrical characteristics! The fact that ALL PARAMETERS of PARTS and WHOLES ARE
HARMONISED, indicates the extreme meaningfulness of their shape and arrangement that – obviously - could
hardly be accidental.
The measurements we performed in September 2016, are unique in the world because we use the latest
scientific methods and technologies for “insight” in the part of Reality that is the subject of the most modern
researches and the New science based on the theory of Torsion fields.
What are we talking about and what all this has to do with Tesla?
There are numerous explanations of scalar waves on the Internet. Of course, science has its own
interpretation of this phenomenon based on the valid theories. From this aspect, they are certainly true and
correct.
However, imperfection of scientific explanations is a result of EM theory anachronism and its insufficient
harmonization with Reality. In fact, J.C.Maxwell published his “Dynamic theory of electric fields” a long ago – in

1864 !!! So the theory which is basics of modern electromagnetism was created before more than one and a half
century!
Even more unusual is the fact that the original Maxwell's theory, given in the form of quaternion’s (hyper
complex numbers) was rewritten and "simplified" by Oliver Heaviside and his colleagues and "reduced" to the
vectorial form that is used today.
Besides all the unquestionable advantages for the interpretation of the so-called. "Hertzian", transversal
vectorial EM waves, i.e. kind that was used by G. Marconi e.g. and by which we listen radio, watch TV, etc., this
reduced version of Maxwell’ theory is less suitable for Scalar waves describing - because in the process of
Maxwell’ theory "simplification" the scalar part of (hyper) complex equations - was expelled although it was more
suitable for describing the so-called. "Longitudinal" electrodynamics vibration, the kind which Nikola Tesla was
working with.
So “Scalar waves” are just another name for the “Longitudinal waves”, that is for the waves which, in
contrast to the 'transverse -vectorial" waves, oscillate in the direction of theirs propagation. An example of this
kind of waves, is sound e.g. - where air molecules vibrate in the direction of sound, longitudinal, waves
propagation. But these are mechanical waves.
The same kind of vibration, but of an “electric” medium, is the Electrodynamics Longitudinal wave, or
Scalar Wave. These, depending on the propagating medium, its geometry and structure, due to affirmative /
destructive interference mechanisms action a Standing (or slowly moving) waves can be created. The Standing or
“Stationary waves” was energy form noticed by Nikola Tesla on July 4, 1900 in Colorado Springs, which were his
greatest inspiration for future work ...
So what's the problem?
The problem is that the original Maxwell's theory for longitudinal kind of vibration gives the solutions by
which scalar waves can reach an arbitrary, including infinite, value of the propagation speed!
Well - here's the problem! According to a key postulate of Einstein's Theory of relativity any object with real
rest mass can not reach, and especially overcome, the speed of light!
Considering the excellent consent of the "vectorial form " of Maxwell's theory with H.Hertz experiments and
- on the other side - the incompatibility of its "scalar" variant, the solution is found in the "expelling" that option
from the theory and, some time after Maxwell's death, his work was revised in the form which is used even today.
In my opinion these are the key reasons why Nikola Tesla was suppressed from science, likewise the
story of Scalar waves, as well as the Ether - which is the (quant) carrier of Tesla longitudinal vibrations.
And of course - ether was also kicked out from the science, on the basis of the famous Michelson Morley
experiment ...
However, even Einstein claimed that the world without Ether is unthinkable ...
Unconventional science used other terms – but - they are just another name for what Tesla called
“lumnoferous ether”.
So, all the modern theories, still not accepted by the so-called mainstream science, is based on Tesla's
ethereal, NON-HERTZIAN TECHNOLOGIES, longitudinal vibrations and SCALAR FIELDS, described also in the
work of Walter Russell, Nikolai Kozyrev, Anatoly Ohatrin ... Although they all had their own terminology, e.g.
Russel -The light, Kozyrev - Flow of time, Ohatrin - Micro leptonic field, … IMPLIES A NON-GRAVITATIONAL and
NON-ELECTROMAGNETIC, subtle-energy VIBRATIONS THAT POSSESSES elementary AWARENESS!
Currently - the most popular is the concept of Torsion fields (also axion, spin, spinor or microlepton field)
based on the Einstein-Cartan theory and on some unconventional solutions of Maxwell's equations. Despite the
somewhat pejorative categorization by those who have a monopoly on the truth - as a pseudo-science - these
studies definitely are basis for a New science.
The Torsion fields concept is introduced in the Soviet Union during the eighties by a group of brilliant
physicists led by Anatoly Akimov and Gennady Shipov, who began their researches at the Center for NonTraditional technologies.
Torsion fields have the important characteristic of being affected by the specific topology/geometry of
macroscopic objects and biological fields. Torsion field emanations can travel at velocities at least as high as 10^9
times the speed of light. Torsion fields can interact with laser beams (change frequency); affect biological
processes; are generated by melting or solidifying some materials; affect quartz crystals; affect some electronic
components; can favorably change some beverages; have been noted to affect gravity and - what is the strangest
– they express residuality feature which means that they have a "memory" and possess elementary awareness !!!

According to the initial investigations and measurements conducted, Torsion fields are about a thousand
billion billion billion (10 ^ 30) times weaker than gravity – that already is the weakest force in nature, and this is
reason why it is so difficult to detect them with the existing technology. However, their activity can be seen all
around us. In the form of galaxies, tornadoes, snail houses, sunflowers, DNA ... In later researches it was shown
that the sources of dynamic torsion fields (spinning sources with emission) are a much stronger than static torsion
fields generated by the rotation of the object.
Today in Russia there are generators of torsion fields, as well as detectors for such kind of energetic
phenomena that provide a range of practical results such as e.g. the observation of instant images from the stars
and receiving a "non-electromagnetic" signals from the Sun - up to 130 days [3] before they arrive, as
"conventional", transversal –vectorial EM waves , or in the form of "solar wind" ...
Briefly, according to the original Tesla's interpretations and descriptions, main characteristics of his NonHertzian waves, e.g. movement with infinite speed, propagation without attenuation ..., are absolutely impossible
qualities: "... of surface waves in the near zone of the transmitter" - how the classical science interpret and
describe them, while - on the other hand -, this features are in totally agreement with the Torsion waves qualities.
So, Tesla really worked for the future!
Belgrade, 22.11.2016.
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